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Miniature Australian Shepherd Club of America Inc. 

PO Box 712 Custer, SD 57730 
Email: treasurer@mascaonline.com Website: http://www.mascaonline.com 

 
Herding Instinct Test Form 

If dog being tested is an Australian Shepherd of the miniature variety, please enclose a copy of MASCA registration papers and $5.00 

for return of herding certificate. Fee for MASCA registered dog is $10.00. If the dog is not a MASCA registered Australian Shepherd of 

the miniature variety, please write registration # here______________________, enclose $10.00, and return this form to the address 

above for a herding certificate. If your dog is a mixed breed dog, your dog is still eligible for a HIC certificate. Tester must be a certified 

MASCA, ASCA, AKC or AHBA stock dog judge. 

Requirements 

Option 1: Copy of AHBA Herding Instinct Certificate or passing Tester s Form (Level 1), and check made payable to MASCA. 
Option 2: Complete form below, and check made payable to MASCA. If you wish to use PayPal, contact treasurer@mascaonline.com 

Owner:  DOGS BREED:  

Dogs REGNAME:  TEST DATE:  

Dogs CALLNAME:  # and Type of Stock:  

Elapsed Time:  Testers NAME:  

 
 

Testers Signature      
 
Testers ASCA/AKC or 
AHBA Herding Judge #:     
 

 
Control:   Interest:  Approach:    Emotional Level:   Eye: 

Pause   Yes   No   Low    Runs wide     Calm     Loose 

Stop   Yes   No   Med.    Runs moderately close    Medium (excited)    Medium 

Recall   Yes   No   High    Runs close     High (very excited)    Strong 

 
Wearing:   Bark:     Responsiveness to Direction /Control by Handler: 

 Wearing    Silent     Responsive to direction/control 

 A little Wearing   Forced Bark     Unresponsive to direction/control 

 No Wearing    Sustained Barking    Inhibited by direction/control 

 
Temperament:    Balance/Distance to Control Stock: 

 Readily adjusts    Adjusts position and/ or distance 

 Easily distracted   Some adjustment 

 Frightened    No adjustment 

 
Dog shows Ready Adjustment to:   Movement of Stock: 

 Fetching      Keeps stock grouped 

 Driving      Does not re-group 

 Tending      Singles out individual 

Other:       Chases stock 

 Loses contact with stock 

 
 
Comments:               
 
                
 
                

  

Check One (seeTesters Guidelines) 

Dog qualifies as herding instinct test certified  

Dog does not qualify 

Retest Recommended 
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Herding Instinct Testers Guidelines 
TESTERS’ QUALIFICATION 

Tester must be a certified MASCA, ASCA, AKC or AHBA stock dog judge. 
 

DOG QUALIFIES AS MASC HERDING INSTINCT TEST CERTIFIED 

A dog which, after a period of introduction, shows sustained interest in herding livestock, either going around 
them, gathering them and moving them toward the handler, or moving them ahead of the handler to drive 
them, or a combination. 
 
A dog which works quietly, a dog which barks (a little or a lot), a dog which may feint as though to nip, or actually 
nips if on larger animals providing it is appropriate for the situation and not a threat to the health or safety of the 
livestock, are all acceptable. A dog may be loose-eyed or may show some degree of eye. A variety of 
approaches and styles are acceptable. 
 
It is to be remembered that many dogs through inexperience will make mistakes in their early exposures to 
livestock, but at all time the tester must see clear-cut evidence of herding instinct, with the dog attempting to 
keep the animals grouped and attempting to control their movement. Dogs which merely chase, play or push 
stock around, not really herding, must not be passed; distinction must be made between herding behavior and 
chasing. Dogs should show some responsiveness to direction. 
 
DOG DOES NOT QUALIFY 

A dog which, after a period of introduction, fails to show sustained herding interest in livestock. A dog which 
repeatedly leaves or attempts to leave the working area. A dog which makes little or no attempt to control the 
grouping and movement of the stock. 
 
A dog which shows aggression toward the livestock so strong and of a nature to be considered a threat to the 
health or safety of the livestock. Any dog which repeatedly splits the group and attacks one or several animals, or 
grips any animal and holds on. A dog which evidences chasing rather than herding behavior. 
 
Any dog which, for whatever reason, cannot be tested off lead or with lead dragging. 
 
Any dog which shows fear of the livestock in such a fashion that the dog cannot demonstrate herding instinct. 
 
 
NOTE TO JUDGES AND PARTICIPANTS 

It must be remembered that while basic herding tests may provide a starting place, their scope is very limited. 
They may give some picture of possibilities, but passing such a test cannot be taken as proof of a dog's herding 
abilities. Only time and experience will provide a clear picture of a dog's abilities. A lot of groundwork, time and 
education are required to produce a skilled herding dog. 
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